
Priceless Baby 1761 

Chapter 1761: Turn Her Face Red And Make Her Heart Beat Faster 

 

“I got it. Your majesty, give me some time to fill up the tub.” 

Jing Xi felt that she was very stupid in her heart. She actually couldn't even find the bathroom. 

Huo Yunshen initially wanted to tell her how to operate the appliances inside. However, after thinking 

about it, he decided to just let her figure it out herself. 

He got out and went to wait in the bedroom outside. Jing Xi stayed inside and started preparing to fill 

the tub. 

She cleaned the bathtub before filling it with water. She then started running the water. 

This bathroom was equipped with smart appliances and, unexpectedly, Jing Xi knew how to operate 

them. While the tub was being filled, she looked around the bathroom. 

There were some female skincare products on the dressing table. She picked one up and saw from the 

date that they were all new. 

How strange. Were these all prepared in advance? Were they all prepared for her? 

She stood in front of the mirror and looked in it. The moment she closed her eyes, a bright light 

suddenly shot into her eyes. 

Fragmented images suddenly flashed in her mind. It was as if she saw a man and a woman in each 

other's arms in the mirror, the man's kiss lingering… 

The image disappeared very quickly. Jing Xi felt astonished. Why would she recall such an embarrassing 

image? 

When she felt that the tub was about to be full, Jing Xi came in front of the bathtub, knelt down, and 

reached out with her hand to check the water temperature. 

And right at that moment, a strange scene emerged in her mind once again. To her surprise, she saw a 

man and a woman loving each other passionately in the bathtub. Although it was only a fragmented 

image, it was still enough to turn her face red and make her heart beat faster. 

Jing Xi couldn't take it anymore and slapped her own face. Why did she keep thinking about such dirty 

things? 

She asked his majesty not to do such things, but in the end, she herself had such dirty thoughts. This 

really was too much! 

Just as she was spacing out, Huo Yunshen came in. He only came in because he heard the sounds of 

water dripping. 

As expected, he saw a woman spacing out next to the bathtub. What was she thinking about? 



Was she thinking of her past with him? 

“The water is already dripping out!” Huo Yunshen came beside her and reminded her. She had already 

filled the bathtub to the brim and the water was flowing out but she was completely unaware. 

Jing Xi regained her senses and saw that the water was flowing out. She shouted out in shock and got up 

frantically, wanting to close the tap. Her legs ended up slipping and she couldn't stand still. Just as she 

was about to fall down, she unconsciously wanted to grab anything that she could that was around her. 

She ended up grabbing Huo Yunshen's collar. 

In order to prevent her from falling into the bathtub, Huo Yunshen quickly held her. However, his center 

of gravity shifted backward and the floor was too slippery. He couldn't steady himself and, just like that, 

he fell into the bathtub. 

Fortunately, he was facing upwards and Jing Xi was in his embrace. It was a very awkward position. 

She clearly wanted to keep her distance from him but she ended up falling together with him again right 

now. 

Their clothes were completely wet as they fell into the water. Jing Xi frantically wanted to get up. 

However, he grabbed her wrist and pulled her down. 

“You were the one who took the initiative to do this!” 

After he said this, he grabbed the back of her head and kissed her ferociously. 

And just like that, he was on the bottom and she was on top of him. The two of them shared a very deep 

and sentimental kiss. 

This scene… was actually almost identical to the strange fragmented image she'd had in her mind just 

now. 

It was only when she was about to suffocate from the kiss that Jing Xi realized what she was doing. She 

struggled and wanted to get up. He finally sat up but he didn't let go of her. Instead, he held her more 

tightly and pulled her into his embrace. 

Jing Xi… please regain your memory. Remember my kiss, remember our love, remember our past… 

 

 

Please remember me quickly, okay? 

The struggle Jing Xi had at the beginning slowly faded and she unexpectedly got lost in his gentle attack. 

His kiss… why was it so familiar? 

Chapter 1762: A Good Kisser 

 



Huo Yunshen enjoyed the kiss and did not stop. The woman in his arms gave into his kiss in the end, but 

he did not proceed any further. 

He was wary about the baby, their baby in Jing Xi's belly. 

They then took a shower together. Jing Xi's legs were already wobbling from the kiss, and she needed 

Huo Yunshen to help her get dressed. After helping her dry her hair, Huo Yunshen carried her back to 

the bedroom. 

It was then that Jing Xi realized the golden room back in the palace was an exact replica of the bedroom 

she was in. It was the room that the king and his former queen used to live in. 

Jing Xi knew that she had to leave. 

She tried to get up, but Huo Yunshen pushed her back down. 

“Don't move, or else I'm going to strip you,” Huo Yunshen scolded. 

“…” Jing Xi stopped struggling after hearing that. 

Huo Yunshen just stared at her for a few seconds before leaving the room. 

As soon as Huo Yunshen left, Jing Xi punched the bed and scolded herself for not stopping the kiss. She 

even enjoyed it. 

But then again, Jing Xi realized that the king was actually a great kisser. The feeling of being kissed by 

him was perfect. 

Jing Xi then realized what she was thinking and bit her own lip to stop herself from daydreaming about 

his lips. 

Huo Yunshen put on a casual t-shirt after the shower and headed for the kitchen. 

It was as if he was back when he still had a crush on Jing Xi. 

The only difference was that he wasn't sitting in a wheelchair anymore. 

He hopped into the kitchen happily to make a meal for his wife. 

The room in Shengshi Yujing was still the same as it used to be. Fang Xiaocheng was the one who helped 

clean the room from time to time. After being notified that Huo Yunshen was coming back, Fang 

Xiaocheng and Yi Xiao brought them everything they needed. 

The fridge was filled with ingredients. Fang Xiaocheng had even brought skincare products that Jing Xi 

used to use all the time. 

Everyone hoped that Jing Xi could regain her memories as soon as possible. 

Huo Yunshen wasted no time and made a few plates of Thai food. They were Jing Xi's favorite. 

He then went to the bedroom, and Jing Xi was still awake. 

She poked her head out from the sheet and asked, “Can I get up now?” 



“Yes, you can.” 

Jing Xi sat up, but she was still covering her naked body with the sheet. 

“But, my clothes are in the luggage…” 

She wanted to say that she wasn't wearing anything. 

Huo Yunshen opened the wardrobe and took out a bag of clothes that Fang Xiaoxheng had prepared. 

“Here, you can wear these,” Huo Yunshen said and threw the bag to Jing Xi. 

Jing Xi opened the bag and found a lot of clothes in it. 

She wondered if they were clothes that the late queen used to wear. 

 

 

But Huo Yunshen did not give her any explanation and left. 

Jing Xi tried one of the shirts on and realized it almost fit her perfectly, except for her breast size since 

they had gotten more significant due to the pregnancy. 

She found it surprising that she wore the same size as the late queen. 

She quickly got dressed and left the bedroom. 

Chapter 1763: The Roles Were Reversed 

 

She now had a general idea of the house. Past photos of the king's family could be seen everywhere in 

the house. 

It seemed that they only had Ying Bao back then. The family of three looked so joyous. 

She came to the living room and saw the king sitting on the sofa while reading a book. It was only after 

she came there that he started to examine her. 

Jing Xi was face to face with him. It was only after she looked closer that she realized that her clothes 

were matching couple outfits! 

Even the pictures were the same! The colors were also similar. Oh my god. Didn't this mean she was 

encroaching on things he found to be sensitive? 

“Your majesty, I will go look for my own clothes and change out of these clothes.” 

Jing Xi was very self-conscious but he didn't need her to do that. “There's no need. Just wear them! 

Come and eat!” 

Eat? 

She hadn't even started preparing the meal! 



“Your majesty, wait for a while. I will go make it now…” 

When she found the dining hall, she was shocked to discover finished dishes were already on the table 

and they were all covered by glass covers. 

Huo Yunshen walked over and took away the glass covers. He then ordered her to sit down. 

“Your majesty, did you make these dishes?” 

“Yes.” 

“…” 

Jing Xi was turned completely into stone. Wasn't Jing Xi his personal assistant? 

Why were the roles reversed right now? Why was he the one taking care of her? 

She sat at the table and looked at the sumptuous and delicate dishes. Jing Xi was so astonished that she 

didn't know what she should say. 

These were all personally made by his majesty the king! 

He cooked for her… 

What exactly was her relationship with his majesty the king? 

Right now, it seemed like he was treating her better and better. He treated her so well that it made her 

question whether or not everything that was happening was real. 

Huo Yunshen waited until she sat down before grabbing some of the dishes for her. “Try it and see if it is 

suited to your tastes. I haven't cooked in a long time.” 

Ever since he became king, he basically didn't need to do many things by himself as there were people 

who would help take care of them. And he was not confident in his own culinary skills, as he was scared 

they wouldn't be up to her standards, scared that he wouldn't be able to make things that tasted the 

way Jing Xi liked anymore. 

While he looked at Jing Xi with anticipation, she started eating the dish on her plate. After a bite, she 

realized the taste was extraordinary. 

She never would've thought his majesty the king would have such culinary skills. Each of the dishes he 

cooked was extremely delicious. 

“How is it?” He asked. 

“Tasty! Very tasty!” 

Jing Xi nodded and praised it. 

“Really?” Huo Yunshen smiled deeply. He couldn't describe how happy he felt in his heart. 

“Yes. I never would've thought your majesty knew how to cook, and cook so well at that.” 

“You should eat more if it is tasty.” 



Huo Yunshen encouraged her but Jing Xi still couldn't become more open in front of him so she still ate 

very cautiously. Huo Yunshen said again, “If you don't eat and can't finish this, it will all be thrown 

away.” 

When Jing Xi heard he would throw the food away, she sped up her eating. A satisfied smile appeared 

on Huo Yunshen's lips as he looked at her as she ate. 

And just like that, the two of them started living together. In the afternoon, the king didn't look like he 

was going to head out so Jing Xi asked, “Your majesty, aren't you going to meet with Zstan's leader?” 

“There is no need for the time being. I will see after my birthday has passed.” 

Huo Yunshen didn't tell her that this was just a vacation for the two of them. 

The only thing he wanted was for the two of them to be alone together for a few days. He wanted her to 

remember as much of the memory she had lost three years ago as possible. 

After all, if he went back to the country, there would be a ton of work to do. There were also three 

children at home as well. There wouldn't be any opportunity for him if he wanted to get close to her 

then. 

“Your birthday?” 

 

 

Jing Xi had never paid attention to his birthday. Now that she heard him say this, she couldn't help but 

get curious and ask, “When is your birthday?” 

“Tomorrow.” 

Tomorrow… 

Chapter 1764: Could Not Recognize 

 

Jing Xi then realized that the king could not spend his birthday with his children. 

“Then what are we going to do for the next two days?” Jing Xi asked. 

“Nothing,” Huo Yunshen said as he stared at her. “Or we can do something exciting.” 

Jing Xi recognized the fire in Huo Yunshen's eyes and understood what Huo Yunshen meant. 

“Then, why don't we go out for a walk?” Jing Xi quickly suggested. “It's my first time in this country.” 

Huo Yunshen smiled. 

Zstan is your home country, you know? It's not that you haven't been here yet, it's just that you forgot 

about it. 

Since Jing Xi wanted to go out, there was no way Huo Yunshen would decline. He quickly ordered Yin 

Feng to prepare. 



Since no one really knew that the king of a country was in Zstan, they had to disguise themselves if they 

wanted to go out. 

Huo Yunshen even wore fake facial hair. 

The moment Jing Xi saw Huo Yunshen with facial hair, she burst out laughing. 

“What? Is it that funny?” Huo Yunshen asked. 

“No,” Jing Xi replied as she tried to stop laughing. She really wanted to snap a photo of Huo Yunshen so 

that she could show his children how funny their father looked. 

Jing Xi put on a face mask and a wig to avoid being recognized. 

“Fron now onwards, you're to call me Mr. Huo, got it?” Huo Yunshen ordered. 

“Yes, my liege…” 

“Say that again?” 

“Yes, Mr. Huo.” 

Yin Feng also changed out of his suit and followed his king and Jing Xi out as their protection detail. 

Huo Yunshen showed Jing Xi around Peijing like a tour guide. 

They then went to the building that the Huo Group was established at. Huo Yunshen told her that it was 

the company that his family used to own, but he had since handed the company to his friend Tang Yitan, 

his best friend. 

The company was now rebranded as the Tang Group. 

The front desk was already informed that Huo Yunshen was visiting. The moment they got into the 

building, they were sent to the top floor. 

Tang Yitan was waiting in the president's office. He had canceled all of his meetings so that he could 

meet with Huo Yunshen. 

When Tang Yitan first saw a man with a huge beard, he almost couldn't recognize his best friend. 

But Tang Yitan understood why Huo Yunshen had to put on a disguise. 

“Long time no see,” Tang Yitan greeted with a hug. 

“Too long.” Huo Yunshen hugged him back. 

Tang Yitan already knew about Jing Xi's situation and that Huo Yunshen was helping her to regain her 

memories. 

Even with the wig and face mask on, Tang Yitan could recognize her. 

“This is…,?” Tang Yitan asked, knowing full well who Jing Xi was. 

 

 



“My personal assistant, Jing Xiaoxi,” Huo Yunshen introduced and turned to Jing Xi. “This is Tang Yitan, 

the head of Tang Group. He used to be an excellent lawman.” 

“Nice to meet you, Miss Jing,” Tang Yitan greeted and extended his hand. 

Since “Jing” and “Jin” sounded almost the same, Jing Xi did not realize that Tang Yitan was addressing 

her by her real name. 

“Nice to meet you too, Mr. Tang.” 

Chapter 1765: Can't Help Myself 

“Good, good, good. Please come in quickly!” 

Tang Yichen took her hand and then led the two honored guests into his office so that they could chat. 

The two of the men chatted about topics that were related to Jing Xi. Jing Xi kept on listening quietly but 

she didn't actually know that the person they were talking about was her. 

Jing Xi would sometimes look at the king, and sometimes at Tang Yichen. She couldn't explain why, but 

Tang Yichen looked very familiar. Had she seen him somewhere before in the past? 

After chatting for a while, Tang Yichen invited them to be guests at his house. Huo Yunshen accepted 

but he didn't give an exact time. He only said they would set a time after they went back. They were 

staying at Shengshi Yujing right now so it was very convenient to meet up. 

After that, he left Tangshi Group with Jing Xi and then went to Jingyue Entertainment. 

Currently, Jingyue Entertainment had already developed into the largest entertainment media group in 

Peijing, and it was also one of the largest in the entire country. 

The highest-ranking leader in the company was still Xiao Yuqian. She was a smart and capable 

independent woman. Under her leadership, Jingyue Entertainment's growth was booming. 

Jing Xi was put into a daze the moment she saw Xiao Yuqian in the office. That was because the strong 

independent woman she saw had tears all over her face. 

What had happened that made her secretly cry so sadly in the office? This was what stunned Jing Xi. 

Xiao Yuqian had learned about Jing Xi's bitter experience beforehand and her heart was in pain. Now 

that she could finally see her appear alive and well, she slightly lost control of her emotions. 

Although Huo Yunshen had already informed everyone in advance so that they could prepare their 

hearts, at the moment, she was still so moved that her tears kept falling. 

“President Huo! I'm so embarrassed for letting you see such a sight!” 

Xiao Yuqian wiped her tears and came to welcome them. She still called him President Huo out of habit. 

After all, he was Jingyue Entertainment's first boss. 

“Let me introduce you guys. This is Jingyue Entertainment's president, Xiao Yuqian. This is my personal 

assistant, Jing Xiaoxi.” 



Huo Yunshen introduced the two ladies to each other. 

“Nice to meet you, President Xiao!” Today was an eye-opener for Jing Xi. He brought her to see so many 

company presidents all at once. She felt extremely honored and took the initiative to stretch out her 

hand, wanting to shake hands with her. 

Perhaps it was because the feeling she gave off was that she was amiable as if she was a big sister from 

the house next door… 

Or perhaps it was because she really admired her. She heard that she had expanded the company to its 

current massive size by herself. She really was a very remarkable woman! 

Jing Xi outstretched her hand but she didn't shake hands with her. While she was feeling puzzled, Xiao 

Yuqian had already taken her into her embrace, hugging her. 

She unexpectedly gave her a big hug. She was astonished! 

After she finished hugging Jing Xi and let go of her, Jing Xi realized Xiao Yuqian was moved to tears again. 

She also explained, “I'm so sorry, seeing you reminds me of my closest little sister Jing Xi. I can't help 

myself, so I hope you don't mind!” 

So that was why! 

“It's fine!” Jing Xi shook her head. 

Xiao Yuqian lost control of herself. It was only after she took deep breaths that she regained her 

composure. She then invited them into the room to chat. 

“Haodong has been waiting since early morning. He was really looking forward to your guys' return. He 

said we should have a proper reunion.” Xiao Yuqian started chatting. 

“Oh. Tomorrow is my birthday and I will invite everyone.” Huo Yunshen had already finished all 

preparations. When the time came, he would notify all his friends in advance. 

While chatting, Xiao Yuqian picked up Jing Xi's hand and asked her to take off her mask. She wanted to 

look at her face. 

“I'm afraid I might scare you, President Xiao,” Jing Xi said. 

“It's fine. I've already seen your posters before and also heard Evening Star's songs. You are really 

wonderful!” 

Chapter 1766: No One Would've Believed It 

 

Xiao Yuqian had heard about all the tragedies that Jing Xi had gone through. 

Jing Xi reappeared in the music industry with her unique voice and became one of the most successful 

singers ever. It was unable to achieve, and yet Jing Xi managed to do so. 

“Thank you.” 



Jing Xi smiled and took her face mask off, showing the scar on her face. The moment Xiao Yuqian saw 

the scar, tears filled her eyes. 

In her heart, Jing Xi had always been a woman who was elegant and full of pride. 

With her memories and beauty lost, Jing Xi had to go through ups and downs just to get to where she 

was. 

Seeing Xiao Yuqian made Jing Xi feel bad, and tears filled her eyes too. 

Jing Xi felt that Xiao Yuqian wasn't like she thought. Unlike the strong woman that Xiao Yuqian was 

portrayed as, she was more of an emotional person. 

After chatting for a while, Huo Yunshen suggested going to other places. Xiao Yuqian saw them off with 

a smile. 

“My king, did something bad happened to Miss Xiao? Why is she crying?” Jing Xi asked when they were 

in the car. 

“Those were tears of happiness. She finally got to see an old friend.” 

“I see…” Jing Xi nodded, thinking that old friend was Huo Yunshen. “Where are we going next?” 

“Juxing Entertainment.” 

The car stopped in front of Juxing's building not long after. Yi Xiao was already waiting at the door. 

“Young master!” Yi Xiao greeted as soon as Huo Yunshen got out of the car. He then turned to look at 

the woman next to Huo Yunshen. Knowing that she was Jing Xi, Yi Xiao couldn't help but smile warmly. 

“Nice to meet you, Miss Jing.” 

“Nice to meet you too, Mr. Yi.” Jing Xi smiled as she shook Yi Xiao's hand. 

Yi Xiao then invited them into the company. While walking towards the CEO's office, Jing Xi had a weird 

feeling that everyone was being very polite to her. 

As they chatted, Jing Xi heard Fang Xiaocheng's name in the conversation and recalled what the kids 

have reminded her. 

The chat didn't last long, and they went to the studio where Huang Guoqiang was directing a movie. 

Learning that Huo Yunshen and Jing Xi were visiting, Huang Guoqiang left all the work to his assistant 

director to greet them. 

Huang Guoqiang was touched to see an old friend, a legend that rose from an actor to a leader of a 

country. 

Huang Guoqiang also saw Jing Xi. Seeing her ruined face, Huang Guoqiang sighed in pity but was also 

glad that she was alive. 

There was nothing more important than staying alive. 

“Miss Jing, do you want to see how we work?” Huang Guoqiang invited. 



“Can I? It would be an honor!” 

Jing Xi followed them into the studio. Jing Xi found it magical to be able to watch a movie from behind 

the scenes. 

The crew was preparing a scene where a terrorist group had caused continuous bombings on the street, 

and the hero would appear to save the citizens. 

 

 

Jing Xi and Huo Yunshen stood next to the director's seat, waiting for the scene to happen. 

Little did Jing Xi know that the scene was also planned by Huo Yunshen. He wanted to see if the 

explosion could make her remember something. 

Huo Yunshen was hopeful, since Jing Xi had lost her memories partly due to an explosion. 

With an order from Huang Guoqiang, the crew set off the bombs. 

Chapter 1767: Just Lacking A Bit Of Something 

Boom, bang, pow! Loud incessant booms sounded. Raging flames permeated the air. 

The loud sounds of explosion battered everyone's eardrums. Jing Xi was shocked stiff when she saw this 

scene. 

She widened her eyes in fear and stared at the thick billowing flames. A huge blaze also emerged in her 

mind. 

It was as if she could feel the pain from the burning. She saw countless numbers of flames swirling in the 

air and it was as if they were swords piercing her. It was so painful that she covered her head and knelt 

down onto the ground. 

Huo Yunshen saw her reacting this way and he felt both joy and pain. He felt happy because the fire 

show just now might've been effective in stimulating her, more or less. 

Jing Xi did, in fact, feel quite a great deal of stimulation. Her whole head was in a mess and in intense 

pain. 

Right now, the only thing she wanted to do was to escape from here. She wanted to hide far away. Her 

heart felt great fear towards these flames and loud sounds. 

“Miss Xiaoxi, are you okay?” 

She was kneeling on the ground, curled into a ball, and her entire body was trembling. Huo Yunshen saw 

this and it made him feel extreme pain in his heart. 

He said goodbye to Huang Guoqiang, helped Jing Xi up, and left the production set straight away. 

He brought her straight back to the car. She didn't even dare to open her eyes. 

“It's fine. Everything is okay. Don't be afraid! I am here!” 



Huo Yunshen was helping her walk and he kept patting her back to comfort her. 

It was only after she stopped shivering and her frightened heart calmed down that he asked, “What 

happened to you just now?” 

“I'm fine…” She shook her head and was not willing to say even one word more. 

Huo Yunshen also didn't continue to press her on it. Instead, he drove the car to take her back. 

However, he knew that it was only by stimulating her nerves that he might be able to help her regain 

her memories faster. 

He would not give up testing! 

The explosions from the production set produced quite a big effect. After her head stopped hurting, it 

seemed she was able to remember the scene from when she fell off the cliff. 

It turned out that these were all real events that had happened and not just her imagination as she had 

thought. 

She remembered the woman's sinister face on the cliff. The blaze engulfed her and she fell from the 

high cliff… 

After she woke up, she was dredged up by Jin Hong and she lost her memories from the past. 

But now, because of what had happened just now, it seemed like she could almost remember what had 

happened in the past! 

Many things suddenly surged out in her mind, and they were on the verge of being complete, it was just 

lacking a bit of something. 

They arrived back at Shengshi Yujing during the evening. At this time, Jing Xi's condition had already 

returned to normal. 

Huo Yunshen brought her to unit 103 and Jing Xi realized they went to the wrong door. She couldn't help 

but ask, “Mr. Huo, did we take the wrong way? Isn't it over there?” 

“No. An old friend lives here. Yi Xiao's wife Fang Xiaocheng and their son Xiao Beibei.” 

“It turns out President Yi was your neighbor in the past!” Jing Xi was surprised. 

“Yes.” 

The door was opened very quickly after the doorbell was pressed. A young woman appeared at the 

door. 

“Mr. Huo. you guys finally came!” 

“Hey. Let me introduce you to my most beloved sister of the past, Fang Xiaocheng.” At the same time, 

he also introduced Xiaocheng to her. “This is my personal assistant, Jing Xiaoxi.” 

After their greetings, Fang Xiaochen's gaze turned toward Jing Xi. She examined her and saw she was 

wearing a mask but she revealed a pair of very familiar eyes. 



She was certain she was Jing Xi, a Jing Xi that was alive. Fang Xiaochen couldn't control her emotions any 

longer. She lunged forward and hugged Jing Xi. 

Fang Xiaocheng couldn't control herself and cried. Her heart was in extreme pain. She felt both sadness 

and joy for her best friend. 

Heaven only knows how sad she had been during the years where she was 'dead.' Every time she 

listened to her songs, watched her performances in films, walked through paths they traveled through 

together…she would think of her. 

Chapter 1768: Show Him 

 

Seeing how Fang Xiaocheng cried, Jing Xi guessed that Fang Xiaocheng thought of her as the real Jing Xi. 

Jing Xi was a little caught off guard and had no idea how to comfort Fang Xiaocheng. 

After a few minutes of crying, Fang Xiaocheng realized she was being rude and quickly invited them in. 

Fang Xiaocheng waited until her guests sat down and called her son out. A boy around four or five years 

old ran out of his bedroom. 

“Mommy!” the boy greeted and realized that there were guests. He then ran into his mother's arms and 

looked at the guests embarrassedly. 

“How are you, Little Beibei,” Huo Yunshen greeted. “Looks like you've grown a lot.” 

“Come on, greet them,” Fang Xiaocheng encouraged. “This is Uncle Huo, and this is Auntie… Jing.” 

Yi Bei was big enough to understand what his mother was saying now. 

The little boy looked at Jing Xi curiously, and Jing Xi greeted, “Hello, Beibei.” 

“Go, you can hug her.” 

Fang Xiaocheng urged her son, but the little boy kept staring at Jing Xi's face mask. 

Fang Xiaocheng even picked her son up and put him in front of Jing Xi, but he just kept on staring at Jing 

Xi as she hugged him. 

“Your son is so cute!” Jing Xi exclaimed as she rubbed the little boy's head. 

Fang Xiaocheng looked at Jing Xi and sighed. There was a lot she wanted to talk to her about, but her 

best friend had forgotten about her. 

They talked about Yi Bei, and Yi Xiao came back not long after with two huge bags of ingredients. 

“What do you want to eat?” Yi Xiao asked. “I'm making dinner.” 

Jing Xi wasn't sure if they were supposed to eat at Yi Xiao's place and turned to look at Huo Yunshen. 

“Sure, make whatever you like,” Huo Yunshen decided. 

“All right, it's time to show them your cooking skills,” Fang Xiaocheng said to Yi Xiao. 



“Okay! Don't blame me if it doesn't taste good.” 

Yi Xiao went into the kitchen with the ingredients, and Yi Bei chased after his father. 

“Looks like you've been training Yi Xiao well,” Huo Yunshen laughed. “He's like the perfect housewife 

now.” 

“He's still lacking compared to you.” Fang Xiaocheng smiled. “If Yanyan comes back one day, she'll 

definitely be the luckiest girl in the world.” 

Jing Xi was confused at first but finally understood that the Yanyan Fang Xiaocheng was talking about 

was Jing Xi's nickname. 

Through the conversation, Jing Xi learned that without the title or the harsh work, Huo Yunshen was a 

gentle person. 

 

 

But he became short-tempered after his wife passed away. The only way for him to return to his old self 

was for his wife to return. 

They talked until Yi Xiao came out from the kitchen with food plated on the dining table. 

Fang Xiaocheng even took out some of their best wine for Huo Yunshen and Yi Xiao to drink over a talk. 

But when Jing Xi heard that Huo Yunshen was going to drink, she quickly reminded him, “Mr. Huo, your 

stomach is still weak. You can't drink.” 

Chapter 1769: Always Been Curious About Her History 

“It's fine. I'll just drink a little. I am happy today.” 

Jing Xi didn't continue to advise him. It wouldn't be good to continue saying anything since he was 

meeting with old friends. 

He obviously said he would only drink a little bit but once his glass clinked, he'd already forgotten what 

he said. 

“Young master! Your bitter times are about to end and good times are about to begin! I wish you well!” 

“Thank you!” 

And just like this, glass after glass, they finished drinking the entire bottle of alcohol. The two men were 

already drunk. 

Yi Xiao lay down on the table straight away after the meal was over. He was so drunk that he was 

unconscious. 

Huo Yunshen also drank so much that he was disoriented. He stood up and took his leave. “I won't 

disturb your rest, you too. We should also get going.” 

“Okay, I will send you guys out.” 



Jing Xi helped Huo Yunshen get up and led him out. Fang Xiaocheng saw them to the door. She looked at 

Jing Xi's back and sighed in her heart. She wanted to tell her, Yanyan, it is really wonderful that you can 

come back! 

I hope you can remember us soon and remember who you are! 

We, all of your friends, are waiting for you! 

Jing Xi helped Huo Yunshen back to unit 101. Huo Yunshen almost fell down after they went in. 

“Your majesty, are you okay?” 

“I'm fine. I can still drink…happy.” 

He mumbled unclearly and Jing Xi walked in while helping him up. In the end, she brought him to the 

sofa and asked him to sit down. 

“I will go make you some hangover soup.” 

Just as Jing Xi was about to go, however, he grabbed her wrist. He pulled her with a slight force and she 

fell uncontrollably onto his body. 

Huo Yunshen was drunk but his heart and mind were clear about where he was and what he was doing. 

He looked at the woman in his arms. He used his slightly callused fingers to lightly touch the scars on her 

face, feeling both sadness and self-blame in his heart. 

After drinking, he could no longer control the true feelings in his heart. 

While looking at her, his eyes turned wet and two streams of tears came down along his cheeks. 

“I'm sorry. Jing Xi… I am the biggest bastard and the dumbest man on earth… I'm sorry.” 

He held her hands and brought them to his lips. He felt so much sadness in his heart that he was 

trembling. 

Jing Xi suddenly didn't know what to do when she saw his majesty the king crying. 

She guessed that he probably lost control like this because of the alcohol. 

He might've thought she was his late wife again! 

He thought she was Jing Xi again! 

As she saw how sad he was, she didn't say anything. She lay quietly on his body and was willing to act as 

Jing Xi once. 

“If I wasn't powerless, I wouldn't have caused you to die. It's all my fault… 

“Jing Xi, I hate myself so much! 

“Why didn't I find you immediately? 

“You were beside me all along but I didn't recognize you. I am so useless…” 



He started blaming himself. He held her hand and fiercely smashed it towards his chest.” 

Jing Xi saw how much he blamed himself and her heart also felt unbearable. Hearing him say all these 

words also made her feel uncertainty in her heart. 

Why did it feel like all these words were said for her? 

They created a misperception for her and made her feel as if she was Jing Xi. 

She had always been curious about her history but she had never thought about it like this before. 

Now, as long as she thought about it…my god, it was really too scary! 

She didn't quite dare to imagine this possibility! 

No, no, no. How could that be possible? 

Jing Xi was Estan's former president's daughter. She was the current president's younger sister. The 

queen of the Dragon Kingdom. The queen in the international entertainment and film industry. Jing Xi 

was such a bright starlight but she…she was very average and also unremarkable. 

Where did she come from? 

Chapter 1770: Kept To Himself For Too Long 

 

All Jing Xi could remember was being saved by Jin Hongsheng, and that he had given her a second life. 

She had completely forgotten who she used to be. 

Now, she could vaguely remember bits and pieces of her former life. 

The only thing that could prove her identity, the ring, was gone too. Since the ring was on her ring 

finger, it meant that she was married. 

She was curious as to who gave her the ring. 

She needed answers. 

And the only way to find one was to see who gave her the ring. 

But her ring was lost. 

The man on the couch kept on crying and mumbling, perhaps because he had been keeping everything 

to himself for too long. They were words that he would not say if he was sober. 

Jing Xi felt pity for the king. She knew that if the late queen were still alive, she would not blame him. 

The late queen was lucky to have someone to love her like he did. 

“Come on, let's get you to the room,” Jing Xi said, worried that Huo Yunshen might catch a cold. 

Since the man could not reply, Jing Xi decided to pull him up and bring him back to the bedroom. 



She tried to put him down on the bed, but because the man was too heavy for her to carry, she fell onto 

the bed with him. 

She struggled up and covered him with a sheet. Just as she was about to leave, the man grabbed her 

wrist. 

“… Xi… Don't go…,” Huo Yunshen mumbled. 

Jing Xi tried to pull her hand back, but Huo Yunshen's grip was too firm. 

Without any other choice, Jing Xi sat down beside the bed to accompany him. 

Huo Yunshen woke up the next morning with a headache. He tried to move but felt as if something was 

on top of him. 

He raised his head to see Jing Xi resting her head on his body. 

Huo Yunshen immediately woke up completely. He quickly grabbed his sheet and covered the woman 

up. 

Her body was cold, she was freezing. Huo Yunshen hugged her to warm her up. 

He lowered his head and kissed her forehead while apologizing softly for drinking too much. 

Jing Xi slept until she woke up naturally. The first thing she saw was the man's perfect face, and it 

shocked her. 

She couldn't remember what had happened. 

 

 

All she could remember was that she had rested her head by the bed and fell asleep. 

She quickly got up and sneaked out of the bed before the man could wake up. 

But as soon as she moved, the man opened his eyes and stared at her. 

“I… I'm so sorry! I have no idea why I'm sleeping here…” 

 


